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ASEWU
president
speaks
about PUB
redesign

EWU ROARS AT THE TOP

D.J. Jigre of ASEWU challenges
students about redesign topics,
communication with student
government
By Nicole Ruse
editor-in-chief
As Dahir “D.J.” Jigre, ASEWU
president, stepped into The Mason Jar on a cold February afternoon, he got noticed by several
people immediately, who greeted
him with a high-spirited “Hey,
D.J.” Jigre acknowledged them
with an overabundant smile.
Jigre’s friendly personality is
what students at Eastern recognize as the leader of ASEWU, the
leader of EWU
students, the
voice of the
students and
the one they
can go to to
talk about anything.
A super
senior, as JiJigre
gre called himself, he is a communications
major at EWU with a minor in
race and culture studies, along
with a leadership certificate.
A former track and field athlete from Kent-Meridian High
School in Kent, Washington, he
is a first-generation student.
Jigre is dressed warmly — he
is wearing light blue jeans and a
charcoal gray sweater — which
evokes a calm essence. Many students are outspoken when they
talk to him; he portrays a friendly
sense that is very rare to come by
nowadays in a world where everyone seems so into themselves
and their social media, or relationships or school or work. He
welcomed me with a stern handshake and a glowing smile.
He ordered a cappuccino,
yet claims to be a caramel macchiato kind of guy. It does not
matter where he is at, “one hit
of a caramel macchiato and I’m
good for the whole day. That’s
the only thing I’m addicted to,
is coffee itself,” Jigre said.
The bistro in downtown
Cheney is quite busy for a
Wednesday.
Middle-of-theweek blues, it seems. Everyone
wants to get away from school
and relax their sorrows away
with a warm coffee drink and a
house-made scone.
Not Jigre. He walks in and
instantly starts talking about
the PUB redesign.
“During the fall quarter,
man, that was unexpected. We
thought it was going to be a great
year, then at the same time, you
just never know what’s going to
hit you. You never know. You
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Venky Jois, No. 55, hollers with excitement after a call was made at the EWU basketball game against Sacramento State on Feb. 12.

“It’s everything that sports
should be about. It’s neat
for our players to feel this
joy of accomplishment. I’m
extremely, extremely happy and
proud of our players.”

By Elohino Theodore
senior reporter
The EWU men’s basketball team clinched
a share of the Big Sky title by defeating Idaho
State University and Weber State University
in their final road games of the regular season.
On March 5, the Eagles defeated Idaho
State, 85-81.
“We won this game with our first half,”
said senior guard Drew Brandon. “We outplayed them offensively and defensively, but
they came back fighting and outplayed us in
the second half. But, at the end of the day, we
made the big shots at the end of the game.”
In the first half, Eastern outscored the
Bengals, 41-26. The Eagles held Idaho State
to 32.1 percent field goal shooting and only
25 percent behind the 3-point line. Back to a
complete lineup after recent injuries, junior
forward Venky Jois and junior guard Tyler
Harvey both contributed to the offense to
give Eastern a 41-26 lead at halftime.

Coach Jim Hayford
EWU Basketball head coach

In the second half, the Bengals unleashed
their offense and outscored Eastern, 55-44.
As the game was winding down, Idaho State
chipped away at the Eagles’ lead. At the 1:13
mark, Eastern’s lead was diminished to 4 points.
Idaho State’s senior guard Chris Hansen hit a
3-pointer to make it a 1-point game with 49 seconds remaining.
However, Eastern earned their 22nd win
with a 3-point shot by sophomore forward

Photo by Anna Mills

Felix Von Hofe and free throws by Brandon.
Harvey finished with 24 points. Jois had
21 points and 10 rebounds. Brandon had 11
points, 10 rebounds and five assists, while
freshman forward Bogdan Bliznyuk had 10
points off the bench.
“We still are battling little injuries,” said
Brandon. “We have everyone back, but I
wouldn’t say [at] full strength yet, but we are
almost there.”
On March 7, Eastern defeated Weber State
University in an overtime victory, 79-71.
With this win, the Eagles clinched the a No. 2
seed in the Big Sky tournament.
“It just feels great to be Big Sky champs,”
head coach Jim Hayford told goeags.com.
“It’s everything that sports should be about.
It’s neat for our players to feel this joy of
accomplishment. I’m extremely, extremely
happy and proud of our players.”
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Pre-Finals Week Activities

SAIL offers pancakes, puppy love during finals week
By Katie Dunn
staff writer
There are two kinds
of stress: good stress
that causes people to
push themselves and
stress that is viewed
as bad, like worrying
over a final, according
to the Counseling and
Psychological Services
at EWU.
Eastern is starting
to build traditions that
focus on student stress
during the end of the
quarter. Events are held
before finals week, and
some of the events include getting to interact with animals and
gathering together for a
breakfast party at night.

Let go of some of that stress before finals. We’ll help.

John Dorwin, a professor of anthropology,
said his students are faring quite well. His class
finals include an in-class
presentation of student
research papers and an
hourly exam that covers the last three weeks
of class.
“Their stress is generally self-induced since
they know from early
in the quarter what is
expected of them,” said
Dorwin.
Mark Holmgren, assistant professor in economics, said his finals
only focus on the materials since the last exam,
but the materials build
on themselves so students need to have a cumulitive understanding.

Holmgren
said
some students are
stressed out and others
are well prepared.
“It’s a mixed bag,”
said Holmgren.
For the students
who are stressed, Student Activities Involvement and Leadership
(SAIL) is sponsoring
the event Paws and Relax, which will bring
animals to campus on
March 11 through a
collaboration with Pet
Partners of Spokane.
Sundi
Musnicki,
SAIL adviser for campus programs, said
she brought the idea
to EWU based on institutions across the
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Paws and Relax

March 9 - Noon to 2:00 p.m. - PUB MPR
Come blow off some steam with some furry friends!

Up All Night

March 11 - 9 p.m. to 12 a.m. - PUB MPR
Come hang out and take a break from all the studying!

Moonlight Breakfast

March 15 - 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. - PUB MPR
Come have a nice big meal to energize you for the big week!
Graphic by Joseph Weeden
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Upcoming Events:
March
March 11: Faculty Book Series:
Living with an Open Heart by
Dr. Russell Kolts. Russell Kolts
is a clinical psychologist and
an Assistant Professor of Psychology in EWU’s psychology
department. The event starts at
noon in the JFK Library.

March 12: The Stress-Free
Zone: Stop by PUB 261 at 10
a.m. for fun activities and relaxation. Board games, puzzles and
FREE massages will be given
until 1:30 p.m. Sponsored by
CAPS.

March 13: The Two By Two:
Small-Scale Ceramic Sculpture Biennial exhibit will be
presented from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
This is the LAST day for the
exhibit. Sponsored by the EWU
Art Department.

March 13: Choral Concert:
As part of the Winter Concert
Series, the music department
will have a concert starting at
7:30 p.m. All concerts are free to
EWU students.

March 17-20: Final Exams
Week.
Winter quarter ends March 20.

OPINION: FERPA, your
admission file & you
Eastern’s admissions
process lives up to the
university’s reputation
of being the school that
accepts everyone, page 7
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How do you feel about Morris Street Market reopening? • Send us your responses on Twitter.

Morris Street Market back in business
By Alex Miller
staff writer

Students living in Streeter
Hall or Morrison Hall who are
looking for groceries can avoid a
long, cold walk to campus by visiting the Morris Street Market in
Morrison Hall, which re-opened
on Feb. 18.
Most students know the Eagle Express Market as the place
to get groceries on campus, but
with the resident population increasing due to freshmen being
required to live on campus, EWU
Dining Services chose to provide
students with more options.
EWU Director of Dining Services Dave McKay said, “[We
saw] a substantial increase in the
resident population. Anybody
who stood in line at the Roost or
at Baldy’s knows there’s more
people on campus this year.”
The market is open from 7-11
p.m., Sunday through Thursday,
and only accepts dining plans
or debit cards, according to the
EWU website. The market offers
a wide variety of food options
from frozen meals to snack options such as ice cream and chips.
McKay said, “We’ve got
ground beef in the freezer. [We
have] stuff that you can make
nachos or spaghetti with, [but]
it’s really a lot of snack items because that’s what it seems like
people look for.”

Graphic by Kayla Lee

When the market was open
in the past, EWU Dining Services experimented with multiple
hours of operation for the market, even having it open in the
mornings, but decided to keep

it open from 7-11 p.m. because
that is the time it serves students
the most.
“It’s one of those areas that
[students] seem like, once they
get into the hall for the day,

Eastern offers course studying terrorism
By Mike Hantho
staff writer
Eastern will offer Terrorism and
Revolution in the Modern World, a
course about world terrorism this
spring quarter. GOVT 398, taught
by Dan Sisson, is listed as a seminar
course and offered Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 2-3:50 p.m.
The course is an examination
of terrorism and its origins, along
with other aspects such as the
financial, structural and intellectual settings of terrorist groups,
ranging from Mao Zedong to
Osama bin Laden.
Other subjects covered include
European, American and Israeli
imperialism in the Middle East.
Along with the impacts of the Afghanistan and Iraq wars, the course
covers the emergence of the Islamic
State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL)
and ISIS (Islamic State of Iraq and
Syria) terrorist groups.
Majid Sharifi, Ph.D., is the associate professor of Political Science
at EWU. In an email interview,
Sharifi said he was consulted by
Sisson about his views on the political climate that terrorism produces
in and by modern governments.
“I would say that terrorism
is an understudied topic in general and [an] under-examined

subject in academia,” said Shar- passionate about the content and
ifi. “EWU is no exception. We was informative for state voting.
often hear and talk about ter“[Terrorism] is a sticky siturorism, but we don’t examine it ation,” said Huddleston. “The
from a scientific perspective.”
U.S. does conduct world policing
Sharifi said the study of ter- and tries to modernize [Middle
rorism is mostly
Eastern] states for
about who has the
“I think and hope democracy. … The
power to name termethods ISIS uses
that this course
rorists, define terto convey their mesis an attempt to
rorism and use viosage is ruthless and
problematize
lence to kill agents
they always refer to
of terror, therefore
the U.S. and how
the systematic
preventing the rise
they don’t want
dimensions of
of would-be terrorto modernize.”
terrorism, not
ists in the future.
Huddleston said
“I think and hope merely its demonic it is very important
that this course is an
and violent acts, to study world poliattempt to problemin a class such
though they are.” tics
atize the systematic
as this because U.S.
dimensions of terrorinvolvement in the
ism, not merely its
Middle East is about
demonic and violent
more than just the
acts, though they
9/11 attacks.
EWU associate professor
are,” said Sharifi.
“Each
college
of political science
“From my conversaspecializes in a subtion with [Sisson], I
ject area,” said Hudthink he is trying to
dleston. “However,
do exactly that, although a quarter we need an educated population
does not seem sufficient.”
for voting, so it’s good to know
Keylin Huddleston, a senior [about world events] from a course
majoring in environmental science like this. If educated, we could
and minoring in government, said gravitate towards a unified ideolGovernment 398 was a great course ogy and help alleviate some of the
to take because the experience was problems we face in our governeye-opening, the professor was ment today.”

Majid Sharifi
Ph.D.

In need of a summer Job??
We need you!
We have truck driving positions that
need to be filled for harvest help!
Help needed from mid July-mid September(perfect
for students on EWU Summer break!)
Start in Pomeroy and end in
Call or email Nate:
Colfax
nateklaveano@hotmail.com

$$$$

Good pay depending on Experience

they’re less likely to come down
to other parts of campus,” said
McKay. “We haven’t seen any requests for different hours.”
So far, the market is getting
enough business to stay open.

FINALS:

CONTINUED FROM FRONT
country that do similar
events. SAIL began implementing the partnership last fall.
“In those situations, the presence and interaction with therapy pets helped students relieve
some stress associated with
finals and the end of the quarter,” said Musnicki. “Based on
the popularity of the event elsewhere, I thought it was worth
trying here at Eastern.”
The dogs coming to Eastern
are all certified therapy animals
who have undergone a screening
process to ensure they can handle interacting with people of all
ages and needs, said Musnicki.
Last quarter, 220 students attended the event and were able
to visit with a poodle, a golden
retriever, a collie and a cat, according to Musnicki.
“Students love animals,
and many of them had to leave
theirs at home when they came
away to college,” said Musnicki.
“They are excited to take a few
moments out of their finals
studying to spend some time
with a new, four-legged friend.”
On March 11, SAIL and Eagle Entertainment are putting
on the event Up All Night and
the Residential Housing Association (RHA) is throwing the
quarterly Moonlight Breakfast

“It’s seeing a nice flow.
There’s between 160 and 200 students a night. We have to keep in
mind it has to cover its expenses
to be there and it’s doing that so
far. It’s a good service to offer,”
said McKay.
Briana Martens, a student
supervisor at the Eagle Express
Market who also works at the
Morris Street Market, said, “We
get big bursts of students, [sometimes] it’ll be really busy.”
When the PUB is remodeled,
McKay said EWU Dining Services hopes to give students their
own small grocery store to shop
in on campus.
“[We want] more fresh produce, more options, a deli case
maybe. Our new store that
we’ll put in the PUB remodel is
really going to be a focus. [We
want] to double in size,” said
McKay. “We want to look at
where we can service the most
students at any time and make
it the most convenient.”
In the meantime, the Morris
Street Market is having drawing
giveaways and will soon have
more snacks for students.
“We’ve got some drawings
going on up there; we’re looking for input of what products
students would like to see,
[and] we’ll be adding a F’Real
milkshake machine late next
week or the following week,”
said McKay.

sponsored by Eagle Entertainment and STCU.
The pilot program for the
Moonlight Breakfast started
at the end of the 2011 spring
quarter and has continued each
quarter since, according to Josh
Ashcroft, chief housing officer
of Residential Life.
Ashcroft said dorm communities used to have parties to celebrate the end of the quarter and
RHA decided to bring them all
together to make it bigger and
more cost efficient.
“It’s a really good opportunity for students to get a good
meal before finals kick off, to
blow off the stress of preparing
for finals and to be with their
friends,” said Ashcroft.
According to Ashcroft, attendance of this event has steadily
increased each quarter, and
at the end of last fall quarter,
around 700 students came.
Ashcroft said students can
come and stay for a short time
or hang around; it is up to them.
“I love the whole event and
it’s a huge stress reliever for
students,” said Pandora Meyer,
RHA treasurer.
Meyer said even though
she works the event, it helps
her relax and it is something
fun to do instead of being at
home studying.
“No cost. No stress. Just have
fun,” said Ashcroft.

Live without regrets,
Learn without borders.

Shop: (509)397-2007
Cell: (509)595-5916

NEW DIGS FOR SPRING!
Newly remodeled Apartment in Cheney.
2 Bdrm, 1 bath, w/Fridge, Range & D/W.
On site laundry & off street parking.
Close to EWU campus in quiet neighborhood.
Non Smoking - No pets. $650/mo + $650
deposit
Call (509) 723-7782

Discover where you’ll study
abroad at usac.unr.edu

USAC
studyabroadusac@
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For more information and a full listing of EWU events, visit http://ewu.edu for a current list
Monday, March 30

April 1-4

Saturday, April 11

First day of spring quarter
2015

FIRST Robotics Competition Championship,
sponsored by Washington
FIRST Robotics

Admitted Student Day
sponsored by EWU Office
of Admissions

Good luck!

For times, see ewu.edu |
Reese Court

8:30 a.m. - 2 p.m. |
Showalter Hall

Wednesday, April 15
The Roots of Music:
Explore Earth’s Soundscapes with George
Halekas
Noon | Showalter 109

Thursday, April 16

National Conference on
Undergraduate Research

Graduate Research and
Creative Works Symposium
For times, see ewu.edu|
For locations, see ewu.edu

Yard show celebrates history

April 16-18

For times, see ewu.edu|
URC

column

Mourning
of Nimoy
is highly
logical
By Chris Mudd
staff writer

Photo by Laura Lango
EWU’s dance team “Code Red” strikes a pose at the yard show.

Greek event re-enacts black history, gathers donations
By Alla Drokina
staff writer

The annual Yard Show
event, hosted by the National
Pan-Hellenic Council (NPHC),
gave it and the Diversified
Greek Council organizations
the opportunity to strut their
stuff with their strolling and
stepping routines, each with a
historic twist honoring Black
History Month.
The event was on Feb. 27 in
the PUB MPR from 5:30-7:30
p.m. Attendees were encouraged to bring a donation to attend the show; over 250 lbs of
canned goods were collected
and donated to the Cheney
Food Bank and Cheney Clothing Exchange.
All the seats were filled and
several students were forced

to stand, lining the backside of
the MPR.
“We gave it our all,” said
Michaela Morse, chapter president of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc. She said the turnout
proved successful.
Several groups, such as
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
Inc., Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity
Inc., Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Inc.
and Iota Phi Theta Fraternity
Inc., chose to re-enact an event
pertaining to black history the
year their sorority or fraternity
was founded.
The Delta Sigma Theta Sorority presented a reenactment
of the Women’s Suffrage March
from a black woman’s perspective. There was a voice-over
narration in the beginning of
the staged reenactment, while
Delta Sigma Theta members,

donned costumes from the
1900s and marched in unison.
Along with the Women’s Suffrage March, events presented
were the Negro Baseball League
and the Civil Rights Movement.
According to Seairra Wheatley, co-coordinator of the event
and Delta Sigma Theta secretary, the organizations that
were involved were the Diversified Greek Council, Lambda
Theta Alpha Sorority, the Omega Delta Phi Fraternity, Sigma
Lambda Gamma Sorority and
Sigma Lambda Beta Fraternity.
These groups’ performances consisted of descriptions
of their organization history,
strolling and stepping. Wheatley explained that strolling and
stepping looks like uniform
dancing in a line to a routine.
“It’s like making a beat

with your hands and feet,”
said Wheatley.
“It was great to have a lot
of young students in the crowd
getting the Greek influence early on,” said Marquis Powe, vice
president for Eta Iota Chapter
of the Iota Phi Theta Fraternity.
“That way if Greek life is something that they’re interested in,
events like these are outlets for
them to come out and express
that interest.”
Powe said the event was a
proud moment for him.
“[It was special] just to see
the transition and growth of the
Greek organizations on campus,” said Powe. “Going from
doing yard shows four or five
years till now, it’s just crazy
watching the younger cats within your own respective organizations step up to the plate.”

Accomplished actor Leonard Nimoy died on Feb. 27th at the age of
83 from chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease.
Nimoy’s
most
notable role was that
of the half-human,
half-Vulcan science
officer Spock aboard
Nimoy
the U.S.S. Enterprise
in the 1966 television
series “Star Trek.”
Torn between two worlds, his character
spoke to the outsider in all of us. Someone who was part of the crew but also
was on the outside looking in. Today
we see characters like this as commonplace, Sheldon Cooper in “The Big Bang
Theory” being the closest allegory.
Spock’s analytical mind and reliance on logic in the face of uncertainty
and adventure struck a chord with
multiple generations of youth, some
of whom would go on to explore scientific and engineering careers themselves, all in the name of seeking the
final frontier they heard so much about
from “Star Trek.”
After his death, the social media
outpouring of support and remembrances was swift. NASA released a
photo of Nimoy and the rest of the Star
Trek actors in front of the Enterprise
space shuttle, saying, “So many of us
at NASA were inspired by Star Trek.
Boldly go ...”
In a press release, Don Lincoln,
physicist at Fermilab, said, “Despite the fact he worked in fiction,
anyone who can inspire that many
people to look into the sky and
wonder has done something really
important for mankind.”
Nimoy was more than one role.
He was an avid photographer, poet
and writer, releasing two autobiographies. The first titled, “I am Not
Spock” and the second redemptively
titled “I am Spock.”
The world was lucky enough to be
graced with someone of his immense
influence. Not only has Earth’s culture
been forever shaped by his portrayal
of Spock, but the planet has been made
better for his life as Leonard. And
though he is gone, he has achieved immortality through his life’s work.
Indeed Nimoy has been, and forever shall be, our friend.

Eastern alumnus finds niche in Spokane’s poetry scene
By Virginia Thomas
contributing writer
When his name is announced,
the crowd erupts into cheers and
applause.
Some
50
people
were
crammed
into
downtown Spokane’s tiny Neato
Burrito for its
weekly Broken
Mic poetry readNaught
ings, at which
Travis Naught is a regular reader.
Naught maneuvers his electric
wheelchair to the makeshift stage,
which consists of no more than
a microphone illuminated by a
single white light. He clears his
throat and begins reading a poem
he wrote about visiting a strip club
and what it felt like to be touched
by a woman — an experience, it is

clear from the poem, he does not
have very often.
Naught is a bespectacled
32-year-old former Eastern student who has been making waves
in the Spokane poetry scene for
several years. He has seen poetry
events spring up and either succeed to become fixtures of Spokane’s literary arts arena or fade
into a quiet death. Through Eastern, Naught found an audience
and a community of poets that
embraced him with open arms.
“I started in the Spokane poetry scene in the fall of 2011,” said
Naught. “I had been working
with the men’s basketball team
at Eastern Washington University
and one of our former managers and friend of mine, Michael
Bethely, was hosting an open microphone night at Brews Bros coffee shop downtown.”
Soon after that, local poets

Mark Anderson and Tim Johnson
hosted an open mic night that rapidly turned into a weekly event,
and Broken Mic was born.
“I attended almost every week
from November 2011 until November 2014 before I took a threemonth hiatus,” said Naught. “In
those three years, Spokane Poetry
Slam took off. Isaac Grambo rejuvenated the slam scene in May
2012 and I competed in my first
poetry slam in June 2012.”
Although Naught witnessed
the birth of Spokane’s thriving poetry community, he began writing
poetry relatively late in life.
“I found out I was writing poetry when I turned 25 years old.
For years before that, I had been
writing little statements and saving them as individual pieces of
writing, but I never would have
called them poetry,” said Naught.
“The reason that I would write

those statements, those emotions,
was a personal form of therapy.
My undergraduate degree from
Eastern is in psychology and I
very much understand how important it is for a person to deal
with all of their emotions in a
healthy way.”
Naught says the beat poets
hold a special place in his heart,
particularly Jack Kerouac and
Lawrence Ferlinghetti.
“My favorite thing about all
of their work is the way they employ sound and their willingness
to break rules,” he said.
After graduating in 2005,
Naught immediately went into
the sports psychology program
at Eastern. He spent six years
in the program, but was unable
to finish his thesis. Naught decided to put his energies into
compiling his writing and in
2012, Naught published his

first collection of poetry, “The
Virgin Journals.” The next year
Naught published a second
book of poetry entitled “Still
Journaling.” Over the years,
Naught’s work has appeared in
over 25 different publications.
And yet Naught is unpretentious, said Jonathan Johnson,
Ph.D., of Eastern’s creative
writing program.
“Being in his company reminds me of so much that I love
about our art, how the page
gives us a home and companion we carry with us and how
it makes us more fully engaged
with the world,” said Johnson.
“And Travis is up for just about
anything, which is always good
in a poetry friend. We’ve taken
a couple
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Visit easterneronline.com for the latest social events happening in Spokane. Tweet us events that are coming up @EasternerOnline.

Clothing
“Chappie” falls short of excellence, lands average drive held
in the PUB
Review

By Ariel Kimbleton
staff writer
The EWU Children’s
Studies Capstone will
be holding a clothing
drive on March 13 for
the Crosswalk youth
shelter in Spokane to
help children and teens
in need.
Crosswalk is an
emergency shelter for
teens in downtown
Spokane. In addition
to providing clothing,
food and housing for
youth in need, Crosswalk is also a school
dropout
prevention
program. The program
has made it its mission
to break the cycle of
youth homelessness by
providing
life-saving
and life-changing assistance to those in need.
EWU
Children’s
Studies majors Teala
Spring, Brianna Harris
and Breanna Zeik are
holding the clothing
drive for their capstone.
The Crosswalk shelter services over 1,000
youth in Spokane and
these students are hoping to assist them in any
way they can.
“The clothing drive
is being held Friday,
but we encourage anyone to donate whenever
they can,” said Spring.
“Students can text us
[if they want to donate]

Image contributed by collider.com

Director Neil Blomkamp made a
name for himself after the success of
“District 9,” a similarly grungy and
dystopian depiction of life in the future. However,
after the disappointing reception of his 2013
film “Elysium,”
the future of this
director is ambiguous.
His
latest
film, named afChris Mudd
ter its robotic
protagonist “Chappie,” is neither
outstanding nor outright bad. It
floats somewhere in between with
moments of undoubtedly moving
cinema coalescing with some of
the most questionable plot decisions in recent memory.
The film stars Sharlto Copley
as the police robot who acquires
consciousness when his creator
— played by the always fun-towatch Dev Patel — bestows upon
him an experimental program
with artificial intelligence. Hugh
Jackman made an appearance,

boasting one of the few truly acceptable mullets in film history.
The South African hip-hop
group Die Antwoord also made
an appearance. At first, the idea of
the two of them on the big screen
enthralled me, as they are interesting characters in real life and
would play quite well in Blomkamp’s world, yet their acting left
a bad aftertaste. They were fun to
watch, but they are not actors.
The biggest problem I had with
“Chappie” was not the acting necessarily, but that our main character was completely passive. Everything that happened to him was
due to him being manipulated; he
didn’t make any of his own choices through the majority of the film.
Blomkamp made sure to establish that Chappie was very childlike
in his behavior and intelligence. It’s
a point that was thoroughly bashed
into the heads of the audience over
the course of the first act. Then we
watched as he was corrupted and
manipulated by the criminal underbelly of South Africa. As much as I
enjoyed watching Die Antwoord

on a movie screen, there was no sophical exploration on the hudenying that what they were do- man condition.
ing was morally wrong by forcing
Blomkamp now finds himself
Chappie to partake in heists, which at the helm of the “Alien” franmade it really tough for me to care chise, directing what is supposed
about them in the
to be a “game-changfirst place.
er” in Ridley Scott’s
“The biggest
The
film
atworld, according to
problem I had
tempted to make
the star of the preits characters relatvious installations,
with ‘Chappie’
able, but it’s imposSigourney Weaver.
was
not
the
acting
sible,
considering
While his last two
necessarily, but
what they were dofilms have been a letthat our main
ing. They were pordown, I wouldn’t go
trayed as the lesser
so far as to call them
character was
of two evils combad movies. Blomcompletely
pared to other crimkamp’s perspective
passive.”
inals, but I felt as if
on the world is an
I couldn’t connect
interesting one at the
with a single one of
very least, and I’m
the characters.
willing to give him
Mudd Reviews
“Chappie” is a
another shot before
step above “Elycomparing him to
sium,” but I still
the Wachowski sibleft the theater unsatisfied. The lings and their notoriety as oneworld Blomkamp and his team hit-wonder directors.
created was extremely interestThe next “Alien” may be Bloming, but the cookie-cutter robot kamp’s last shot however, or else
fight scenes felt out of place in a this one-time revered director may
film that set itself up as a philo- stumble into obscurity.

Chris Mudd
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Start commanding attention.

start out on top.
Start raiSing the bar.

start one step ahead.

Start higher.

Start moving up.

start leading from day one.

start strong.
sm

There’s strong. Then there’s Army Strong. If you want to be a leader in life, joining Army ROTC at Eastern Washington
University is the strongest way to start. It provides hands-on leadership development. Plus you can earn a full-tuition,
merit-based scholarship. After graduation, you’ll begin your career as an Officer. With a start like that, there’s no limit
to what you can achieve.
To get started, visit www.goarmy.com/rotc/ar49

Army ROTC is a platform to build the confidence needed to thrive in uncertainty.
To learn more about leadership and management training, please call Rob Riedel at (509) 359-2386 or rotc@ewu.edu
©2008. paid for by the united states army. all rights reserved.
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What events are you looking forward to in April? • Tweet us @EasternerOnline
JIGRE:

CONTINUED FROM FRONT
got to deal with it as it
comes,” said Jigre. “And for
[ASEWU], it was more in
terms of the PUB remodel.”
According to Jigre, marketing and education forums were tossed around
regarding how ASEWU
should pursue the PUB
redesign tactics to get students to vote.
In 2014, the vote for
the PUB redesign lost by
a mere 10 votes that ultimately made a huge difference. This year, Jigre said
pushing advertising and
visuals around campus,
versus having educational
aspects involved, worked.
The PUB redesign passed
in February 2015 with 1,052
students voting for and 983
voting against it.
Jigre said the various fees and the questions many students have
about why the PUB is being remodeled compared
to other buildings, such
as the science building,
makes sense.

According to Jigre,
many students last year
thought saying yes to
the PUB remodel would
mean saying no to fixing
the science building. D.J.
said students had a huge
“misinterpretation” about
where the money was coming from for the PUB.
Quarters to semesters,
library hours and the PUB
remodel are all within
ASEWU’s reach to change
and get student input on.
University measures that
use state dollars, such as the
science building, are not.
“It is done. We got the
library hours,” said Jigre. “It’s just a matter of,
when it does open up,
getting students to really
get hyped up about it, get
amped and use it because
if you don’t use it, you lose
it. Five years in the works
and it’s not just within our
administration … I’m so
happy it worked in our favor. … That’s the power of
what students can do.”
According to Jigre, the
first thing he was taught as a
leader was to pick his battles.

POETRY:

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
semi-literary road trips recently, to
Seattle to see Dylan and over the North
Cascades Highway to see the countryside that inspired Jack Kerouac’s novel
‘Desolation Angels.’ Travis knows more
about Kerouac and the Beat Generation
than anyone I know, which adds to his
merits as an on-the-road buddy.”
Naught said his inspiration comes
from everywhere.
“Mostly I am autobiographical,”
said Naught. “Frequently I am considered shocking because I take advantage of the entire lexicon of English language and life’s experiences,

“The battles that I chose and see the PUB redesign
were things that pertained for what it is and not judge
to students on a greater it without knowing the descale, both here and now tails, such as the heating
and in the future. I’m more and plumbing.
of a futuristic kind of guy,”
“It’s a $35 million projsaid Jigre. “I like to look ect, but out of that $35 milat the bigger picture, not lion project, you won’t even
just what works
see it because it
for us now, but
all goes down to
“The battles plumbing and
what’s
going
to work for us
that I chose m a i n t e n a n c e
for generations
and
electricwere things
to come, and I
ity … That’s the
want to make that pertained things that it
sure that when
needs, electricto students
I leave [Associon a greater ity, plumbing
ated Students,]
and everything,”
scale, both
they have that
said Jigre.
here and
established —
According to
everything that
Jigre, it would
now and in
we’ve worked
cost about $10
the future.”
on, everything
million
dolthat they didn’t
lars in deferred
work on — so
maintenance,
that way they
meaning
that
ASEWU President
don’t have to
money would
reinvent
the
go toward the
wheel, so to speak.”
inner structure of the PUB.
Jigre said EWU students
Jigre does not want to
claimed ASEWU should play the blame game; rathnot fix something that is er, he would find the annot broken. According swers and work on it with
to Jigre, students need to students. Jigre said stuopen their eyes, sit down dents have told him they

D.J. Jigre

desired or partaken in. People are often fucked up in life and my poetry
goes there.”
Recently, Naught has been exploring more performance poetry, including slam poetry. A poetry slam is an
event in which poets perform original
work often consisting of poems that
are meant to be heard rather than read.
“In May 2013 and 2014, I was able
to compete on final stage against seven
other local poets for an opportunity to
represent Spokane in the national poetry slam,” said Naught. “At the end of
each season, the top eight competitors
go against each other to try and earn
one of four spots to represent Spokane
at the national level … I failed to make

want better food, lounging,
outlets, better lighting and
natural lights.
“Now, once we have
that established — everything else that students
brought up to us, the lounging, better environment,
better food — once we have
that, that’s where we can
send that money to make it
what [we want.]”
Jigre said the PUB
building was perfect for
students over 20 years ago,
but since this is the generation of millennials, it does
not suffice for the growing
technological need. Many
students, including Jigre,
think the PUB is not educational or inviting in any
way and not someplace
that students can thrive
well in.
Jigre said he bases this
redesign on the concept of
a home away from home,
the idea that students do
not have a good visualization of a building that
stands out to them, that is
“iconic,” a building that
makes them want to come
back, besides the red turf.

it in my first two seasons, but am trying hard to better my finish this year.
Those competitions are judged by random audience members, so all I can do
is perform my work to the best of my
ability and pray some random strangers like it.”
In the meantime, Naught posts
regularly on his blog and keeps nearly 300 Facebook followers up to date
on his poems and books in between
poetry events.
“Bottom line is, there’s a lot of work
on the market and just so long as someone is reading poetry, they are probably doing something right with their
lives,” said Naught.

Many students don’t have
an answer when Jigre
asks them what building
they like and makes themselves want to come back
to Eastern.
Good or bad, the PUB
needs to be remodeled,
said Jigre.
“I just really hope that
students understand because I am to the point, I
don’t know what to do,
what next because I honestly don’t know. As a
leader, there’s that one
point you hit. You don’t
know what’s the right
solution. Everybody has
their own way and when
you can’t bring everybody
together, understand or
share the same vision,
how can you do that? So I
posed that question to students: How can we come
together and envision a
better Eastern, a better
place for all of us?”
Part II of the D.J. Jigre
feature will appear online at
easterneronline.com on
March 18.

CLOTHING:

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
and we can meet up with them if they cannot
come to the drive on Friday. Crosswalk is always
looking for volunteers and always accepting donations. Even if they want to donate non-perishable
food, they can.”
The clothing drive is being held near the upper
entrance of the PUB near the STA bus stop all day
long. Students are encouraged to bring gently used
clothing items to the table to donate.
If someone would like to donate, but is unable to attend the clothing drive, they can contact Teala Spring (360) 241-6829, Brianna Harris
(509)850-1019 or Breanna Zeik (509) 954-8522 via
text by Saturday to meet up with them with donation items.
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The owner of a 2013 Chevy Equinox
at the Townhouse Apartments discovered scratches and grooves on
the windshield after the recent snow.
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but there are no leads or suspects.
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A resident in snyamncut Hall found
marijuana that one of his roommates had left out in their dorm.
He called the police, who spoke to
the owner of the substance. This individual claimed to have a medical
marijuana card and to be unaware
of policies regarding underaged
smoking on campus with a card.
The marijuana was confiscated and
the officers noticed two fifths of alcohol in the residence, so all three
individuals were referred to Student Rights and Responsibilities.
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The odor of marijuana was detected
on the 11th floor of Pearce Hall. The
officers questioned one of the residents, who said that she was holding
paraphernalia for a friend living offcampus and trying to sober up. She
permitted a search and directed the
officers to a drawer that contained
a pipe with burnt marijuana and
lighters. She was referred to Student
Rights and Responsibilities.

March 5
1:20 p.m.
Harassment
A student working at The Roost reported an event that had happened
on Feb. 25 between her and a coworker. The event is being investigated by the university. The individual
had been touching her back. Since
then, the situation has escalated, with
him making her uncomfortable and
the two of them arguing.

March 8
12:34 a.m.
Marijuana
A room on the fifth floor of Pearce
Hall was emitting the smell of marijuana. When questioned, the resident
stated he did not know anything but
was not making eye contact and appeared nervous. He was referred to
Student Rights and Responsibilities.

12:44 a.m.
Alcohol
Officers were directed to the 12th
floor of Pearce Hall where a highly
intoxicated student was screaming
and crying into a phone. She was
stumbling and slurring her words
with a PBT of 0.18 BAC. The police
have had previous contact with her
before, so she was cited with a minor
in possession.

March 8
2:20 p.m.
Harassment
A student in snyamncut Hall reported that she had been receiving negative Instagram messages over the last
week and a half. She has contacted
Instagram and the investigation is
pending as the police are currently
following leads.
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@EasternerOnline - How are you spending spring break? • Share your plans with us.

Wild spring breaks are not the bee’s knees
By ZoË Colburn
opinion editor
In an era gone by, wild spring break parties in Cabo
were seemingly the holy grail of spring break, or at
least that’s what MTV wanted us to think. Nowadays,
students are just as content sitting
at home in sweatpants watching
“Friends” for six straight days as
they would be getting wasted on a
beach in Mexico.
Most students don’t feel any real
pressure to go wild and have an
over-the-top Spring Break vacation.
“I feel like it’s just a matter of your
opinion,” said EWU freshman Taylor
Browning. “If you like to party then
Colburn
you’re going to go party, but if you
don’t then you’re going to go have a fun spring break
somewhere else.”

And truthfully, most people probably couldn’t care
less what other people are doing for spring break in the
sense of making them feel bad for not spending a solid
week drunk. However, if anyone does feel pressured
to head to the nearest beach and start taking shots of
tequila, it’s less likely because their friends are making
fun of them and more likely from a more widespread
source.
There’s no question movies like “Spring Breakers”
and “22 Jump Street” and TV shows like “Greek” that
show college students having crazy, alcohol and drugfueled spring breaks are pumped up for entertainment
value. On the other side, however, there’s also no question those kinds of parties being shown as an average
spring break can create unrealistic expectations we desire to live up to. Even when we recognize the fictional
elements, it can be hard to shake the idea we need to be
having more fun.
“I pressure comes probably from media and culture,”
said recent EWU graduate Cody Brandt. “I don’t know

if it’s necessarily from my co-workers or friends, but
you know you see MTV or whatever go down to Cabo
and they have their show on whatever they’re doing
down there, people dancing down there, you see all the
college students having a super good time.”
But, the key point is to remember that pressure is
coming from a source that’s more or less a non-entity.
“[There’s] pressure from [media], but not from the
people I’m surrounded with and the people I interact
with every day,” said Brandt. “They’ll say what they’re
doing, but they won’t pressure me. If they are going to
party, they won’t be like, ‘Man, you have to come! You
have to have a good time!’”
Ultimately, most of us don’t feel too much pressure
from friends to do anything we can’t or don’t want to
do. As long as we surround ourselves with positive
people who aren’t too concerned with our spring break
plans, there’s no need to add any stress to our already
overfilled plates.

Eastern’s admissions process might surprise you
By Virginia Thomas
contributing writer

request and view their file, it wouldn’t
denied, but this doesn’t mean it’s the
necessarily reveal much about how their
end of the road for them. Students can
application was considered. Does a good
appeal the admissions office’s decision if
GPA balance out terrible test scores? Can
they believe they were wrongly denied.
I am led to a small round table bea great essay save an otherwise unimStudents who are still denied after aphind a partition and offered a seat. An
pressive application? Do they even read
peal, or who have been accepted but find
orange folder sits in front of me. Some
the essays?
problems with the system like post-bac35 days ago I requested my admissions
While the process varies from school to
calaureate student Alexis Beaman, may
file, just to see what it would look like.
school, the process at Eastern is fairly simple.
find answers through a FERPA request of
Now that it’s at my fingertips, my curios“The most important factor in our
their admissions file.
ity is stronger than ever.
admissions decisions is
“The admissions process was super
I’ve wondered if I might
typically the GPA and the
confusing since there's no post-bacc [ap“It may come as a test scores,” said EWU
find comments from Eastplication], I had to apply as a transfer and
ern’s admissions officers
surprise to many admissions adviser Stan
mark that I'm post-bacc,” said Beaman.
scrawled on my application
Pichinevskiy.
“I’ll
look
at
A post-baccalaureate student is one who
college students
about my low-income stathat first. If it’s a 3.3 [GPA]
has already obtained a bachelor’s dethat they have
tus, my learning disability
average then most likely
gree and is pursuing a second bachelor’s
the legal right
or my GPA. I’ve envisioned
the student has all the core
degree. “This completely messed up my
notes, points systems,
requirements met.”
financial aid since they saw me as a transto examine their
highlighted portions of my
A
student
with
a
GPA
fer and offered me grants and work study
application after
essays and transcripts.
of 3.3 will automatically
that later they determined I wasn't qualiit passes through receive admission. PichThe reality is much less
fied for since I'm post-bacc. So I decided
the admissions
exciting.
inevskiy said the admisto come here thinking I had about $6,500
What is inside the orsions officers use a calculain aid that they later said I couldn't get.
process...”
ange folder: cryptic abbretor called the admissions
It really screwed my finances up. And
viations that, when transindex, a weighted measure
no one admitted fault. No one said they
lated by Penny Vadnais,
that uses the cumulative
were sorry.”
program support superviGPA, SAT and ACT test
While Beaman was able to find a way
contributing writer
sor for records and registrascores as part of the review to remain at Eastern, she said she intends
tion at Eastern, turn out to
process. While a student
to request her file to figure out where
be no more than notes conmay have a high GPA and
things went wrong.
firming of my change of name because
test scores, and therefore a high admis“I hope it would provide insight, but
I got married less than a year before
sions index score, if missing credits
honestly with all the other problems I've
applying, verifying receipt of my FAFSA
or other issues pop up, their file will
had with EWU and paperwork, I don't
and validating that admission had been
receive a more thorough review. The
have high hopes,” said Beaman.
granted. There are immunization records
admissions index is not necessarily the
Pichinevskiy said admissions offito prove that I’m not a walking plague,
deciding factor in whether Eastern will
cers may make notes on an application
transcripts establishing that I gradugrant admission to a student, but plays a through a system called Banner, but such
ated high school, and transcripts from
role in the admissions office’s decision.
notes are typically generic.
the two community colleges I attended.
“A student that may have a 2.8 [GPA]
If a student calls, however, notes on
My answers to short essay questions are
but a really high test score, that could
the conversation may be made, which
there too. There are also emails that were
boost their score into an automatic admit
could potentially impact the student’s
exchanged between my TRiO adviser and zone,” said Pichinevskiy. “I know stuchances of receiving admission.
I, emails about me sent between the TRiO dents a lot of times freak out about their
“Any time a student calls us and talks
program and admissions — emails that
test scores, and we have students that
about an application, we make note of
reveal nothing new whatsoever. (TRiO is
take their test six times, and we’re like,
that and we talk about how the student
a government program for students who
‘You’re killing yourself, don’t worry
shares personal things on their life,” he
are low income, have learning disabiliabout it too much.’ Of course, test scores
said. “Then we, based on that conversaties, are first generation students, etc.).
are important for other
tion, can make a recomThere are no notes scribbled or typed in
things, like our scholarmendation for an admis“Students that make sions decision. It helps.”
the margins, no highlighted anything.
ships and the honors proThe big mysterious black hole into which gram, they look at that
In a pool of over 8,000
an extra effort and
my admissions file disappeared as soon
stuff pretty seriously.”
applications, a simple
contact us directly ... phone call sets a student
as I submitted it? Not that thrilling.
If a student’s admisshows perseverance apart and gives their apAfter submitting an application for
sions index score is
admission to an institution, most stubelow a certain level,
plication more personalan interest.”
dents never see it again. It may come as
meaning their GPA and
ity.
a surprise to many college students that
test scores aren’t quite
“Students that make
they have the legal right to examine their
high enough, that’s
an extra effort and contact
application after it passes through the
where essays come
us directly, that’s a good
EWU admissions adviser
admissions process, whether they were
into play. Essays give
sign,” Pichinevskiy said.
denied or accepted. Under the Famthe student a chance to
“That shows perseverance
ily Educational Rights and Privacy Act
explain what obstacles
and interest.”
(FERPA), students have the ability to
they may have faced that resulted in
If all that perseverance and interest
request all files a college holds on them,
low grades and test scores. Pichinevsisn’t enough, or an admitted student
including admissions records. By law,
kiy said that three people within the
wants to see if those phone calls really
an institution must provide such records
admissions office read essays and score
made a difference, a FERPA request is as
within 45 calendar days of receiving the
them according to a rubric.
easy as sending a brief email to the adrequest.
Students who apply to Eastern with
missions office. But be prepared for some
Even if a student were to make a
a GPA of less than 2.0 are automatically
bewilderment on the part of the admis-

Virginia Thomas

Stan Pichinevskiy

sions and records and registration staff.
“I wondered if you were doing a story
or something,” Vadnais told me after I explained my interest in seeing my file.
It seems FERPA requests are rather
infrequent around here. Whether this is
because students don’t know the rights
afforded by FERPA, or most students
simply don’t care, or both, I can’t say for
sure. But for any who wish to see what
the university knows about them, the
process of requesting and viewing a file
is as mundane as doing laundry. v vfor
sure. But for any who wish to see what
the university knows about them, the
process of requesting and viewing a file
is as mundane as doing laundry.

Serving the EWU community since 1916
letters to the editor

Zoë Colburn
Opinion Editor
easterner.opinion@gmail.com

Requirements:

-Letters should be 300 words
or less and typed, or legibly
handwritten.
-Include your full name,
signature, telephone number and
email address for verification.
-We reserve the right not to
publish letters; furthermore, all
letters are subject to editing.
-Letters must be received no later
than Monday at 10 a.m. in order
to be considered for publication
the following Wednesday.
-If your letter is in response to a
specific article, please list the title
and date of the article.

Editorial policy
We encourage the EWU
community to submit letters and
opinion pieces that conform to
the requirements listed above.
Opinion articles and letters to the
editor do not necessarily reflect
the views and opinions of The
Easterner, its staff members or
Eastern Washington University.

Easterner Asks: What are you doing for spring break?
“I’m new to this area, I’m
actually from Tennessee,
so I’m planning on
going to Seattle to see
some things out there.”

“I’m going to go home and
hopefully hang out with
some friends from back
home. Really relaxing.”

“I’m going to Ferndale,
because my sister lives
up there so I’m going
to go visit her.”

Jessica Parker
Junior

Crystal Finley
Junior

Jenny Harrison
Sophomore
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@EasternerOnline - Would you pay for a monthly subscription fee to use Tinder? • Share your opinion with us.
op-ed

New Tinder update ruins purpose of the app
By Eric Long
chief copy editor

Tinder’s update on March 2 has made the widelyused app fairly unpopular — since the update, Tinder
only has a one-and-a-half-star rating on Apple’s app
store — due to its new Tinder Plus
subscription that has some, myself
included, accusing the hook-up app
of ageism.
Users under 30 who want to
pay for the three new features the
update included will have to shell
out $9.99 a month. Users over 30?
$19.99. If this isn’t ageism then I
have the wrong definition.
Tinder claims its new pricing
Long
isn’t ageist; Rosette Pambakian, a
spokesperson for Tinder, wrote in a statement to NBC

News that the lower price for users under 30 is due to
the fact that they are more budget conscious. But this
is flawed thinking; Tinder assuming its older users
make more money and can therefore afford its outrageous subscription fee is borderline ageist.
Though the older crowd may in fact make more
money than the younger — as a college student, $10 is
a precious commodity whereas my dad can spend $10
and not worry about it breaking his bank — who gets
to say they can or are willing to pay more, especially
if it’s just for the use of the three new features —
which should be free in the first place?
The features include: changing one’s location,
rewinding one’s last swipe and turning off ads. These
three measly changes are not worth my $10 and they
definitely are not worth $20, but the price really is not
the point.
Let’s face it, Tinder is not a dating app, it’s a hookup app and even those who don’t use it for hookups
use the app as a form of entertainment — there is

something cynically fun about swiping left on someone. I can’t think of any friends who use the app to
find “the one,” so it doesn’t make sense for Tinder to
charge any user, regardless of age, any amount at all.
If Tinder really wants to make money, it should
either make the subscription fees lower and equal for
all ages, or have better incentive to pay for a subscriptive account than three tiny updates that don’t really
make the app more usable.
In the end it comes down to function — Tinder is
not, nor should it try to be, Match.com. Tinder provides
a very specific service that’s really only desirable because it’s free. If Tinder starts charging to use a service
that isn’t really much better than going to a bar, they’re
going to lose customers, especially the over-30 crowd
who, regardless of their economic situation, probably
won’t be able to, or be interested in, justifying $20 a
month for a hookup app.

Benefits of hemp outweigh marijuana
By Ivy Nall
contributing writer

I recently got into a debate with someone about
the positive use of hemp. I was dumbfounded when
he thought hemp was the same thing as marijuana.
Although they both come from a cannabis plant, they
are very different.
It has been an entire year since President Obama
signed Sec. 7606 of the Farm Bill into law, which
legalized the production of hemp. The U.S. House
passed the hemp amendment in order to allow research to begin and determine whether commercial
production would be beneficial for American farmers
and businesses.
Too many people confuse marijuana with hemp.
The common misconception is that both of these
plants can get you high. I read recently that telling the
difference between hemp and marijuana is like telling the difference between a husky and a greyhound:
both are dogs, but one is a worker and the other loves
the sensation of running. They may look related but
physically, chemically, socially and genetically they
are distinct.
Hemp is a fiber and seed crop, whereas marijuana

is a flower garden. The purpose of the plant is the
real distinction. Marijuana has an abundance of THC
which is what causes a high, while hemp usually consists of a very low percentage of THC around 0.03.
It’s hard to stop talking about hemp once you get
started. With an estimate of 25,000 to 50,000 commercial products that can be produced, it’s an unparalleled natural resource. It produces extraordinary
amounts of cellulose, which is one of the building
stones of modern industry. It is critical for reforestation and erosion control and can greatly reduce the
use of pesticides, herbicides, and toxic chemicals in
its cultivation and production cycles. One of the best
parts is that producing it can provide numerous jobs.
Let’s not stop there. You can take advantage of the
nutritional properties of hemp in three different ways:
seeds, oil and protein.
When it comes to nutrition, nothing really beats
hemp seed. It contains three essential fatty acids,
edestin and eight essential proteins. These little seeds
give you the complete nutritional power of hemp with
their blend of omega-3 and omega-6 fats, high fiber
content and quality amino acid profile. They are also
high in magnesium, a mineral that helps with relaxation, blood sugar control, blood pressure and potentially, osteoporosis.

Hemp oil can be found in many skin beauty products, like soaps, and can be used to cook with in the
kitchen. It can also be used in paints and lubricants,
and as a body care product. It may be rubbed directly
onto the skin to treat cracked, dry skin or it can be
blended into body oils, body creams and other personal care products.
Hemp has a long history in America and has encompassed a wide range of products, such as paper,
oils, cosmetics and textiles. American industrial hemp
production peaked in 1943, with more than 150 million pounds from 146,200 harvested acres. But production dropped to zero in the late 1950s as a result of
“anti-drug sentiment and competition from synthetic
fibers,” according to The Associated Press.
Thankfully, hemp has become more acceptable
with its legalization. To date, 20 states have removed
barriers to industrial hemp production. Just this past
December — under the $1.1 trillion federal spending bill — industrial hemp also received new protections from the Drug Enforcement Administration. My
only hope is that more people see the positive impact
hemp can and will have on our nation if they would
just educate themselves.

Seattle needs to shift focus from NBA to NHL
By Brandon Cline
staff writer
While the NBA continues to scorn Seattle
and use it as leverage against cities resistant
to publicly funding basketball arenas, the
NHL continues to wait
on Seattle.
Seattle Mayor Ed
Murray announced on
Feb. 25 that the environmental impact statement
(EIS) for the Seattle
Arena proposal, which
would be suited for both
a basketball and hockey
arena, will be completCline
ed by May 7.
Murray also told King 5 News’ Chris
Daniels he is willing to talk with Seattle’s City
Council to make changes to the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), which currently only allows for construction to begin
on an arena when investor Chris Hansen
acquires an NBA team, either via relocation
or expansion.

Murray’s proposal would be to modify
the MOU so that construction would begin
on an arena when the NHL has awarded
Seattle a team, rather than the NBA.
For the near future, at least, the odds of
Hansen acquiring a basketball franchise look
slim, as NBA Commissioner Adam Silver
stated there are currently no plans for expansion or relocation.
If Hansen is willing, altering the MOU to
allow the arena to be built whenever an NHL
or NBA franchise is acquired will be the best
move for getting both another sports team in
Seattle and eventually getting the NBA back
in Seattle, where it belongs.
With the NHL almost certainly coming to
Washington before the NBA, the NHL franchise would occupy the arena, getting good
use out of it and having an arena already
built for when the NBA comes calling.
Earlier in the year, Murray met separately
with Silver and NHL Commissioner Gary
Bettman. He told Daniels, “The NHL indicated a willingness to move here as soon as
there is an arena.”
In a March 1 Seattle Times article, Geoff
Baker reported that Bettman has been pres-

CLASSIFIED AD
MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN THE LIVES OF
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
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working with high school students during
the residential summer academy at Big
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WA from June 21-August 8, 2015. (Must be
available for the entire term of the summer program.)  Available positions are (1)
Residence Hall Director for $3,960 (4 years
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experience desired), (1) Residence Hall
Activity Coordinator for $3,520 (requires
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suring Murray into hastening the process for
completing the EIS on the Seattle Arena, altering the MOU and issuing Hansen a Master
Use permit by the beginning of 2016.
“We have 14 teams in the Western
Conference, 16 teams in the East. That’s an
imbalance that we’ll want to remedy,” said
NHL Deputy Commissioner Bill Daly at
the annual State of the NHL Address held
by himself and Bettman during the All-Star
Break in January.
Meanwhile, Silver told Eldridge Recasner
— former University of Washington basketball player and retired NBA player — at a
National Basketball Retired Players Association Board of Directors Meeting on Feb. 14
that he was surprised no arena had been built
in Seattle yet.
If Silver did his due diligence and knew
anything about Hansen’s proposal — he
should, the Sacramento Kings almost relocated to Seattle in 2013 — he would know
the construction of the arena hinges on the
acquiring of the team and not the other way
around.
Hansen’s proposal is smart and Silver’s
line of thought is borderline idiotic. If Hansen
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Friday March 13, 2015. All permits are sold first come first serve. To
purchase a permit please come to 131 Tawanka, office hours are 8
a.m. to 4:45 p.m. Monday thru Friday. Please remember to make sure
all parking infractions are satisfied or you will not be able to purchase
a permit. Only ONE campus permit per person is allowed. Please call
Parking Services at 359-7275 for further information.
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builds the arena before acquiring a team,
there’s no guarantee whatsoever that the
NBA would award Seattle a team.
If that were to happen, an arena costing
$490 million, $200 million of which would
be paid by public funds generated by the
arena, would be collecting dust. Meanwhile,
it seems the NBA still hasn’t recognized that
the fifteenth-largest metropolitan area in
the United States still doesn’t have a team,
according to 2013 estimates by the United
States Census Bureau.
While Hansen has no desire to be the
owner of Seattle’s NHL team, he has entered
into a non-binding agreement with real
estate investor Victor Coleman, according
to Daniels. Coleman would buy the hockey
franchise and contribute in financing the
arena, though the terms and arrangement of
how much each side would contribute have
not been made public.
Regardless if it’s Hansen and Coleman or
another investment group that brings hockey
to the Pacific Northwest, the path Seattle
should take is clear: Say hello to the NHL and
goodbye, for the moment, to the NBA.
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Tennis

March 11 at 4:30 p.m.

March 12 at 11:00 p.m.

March 13 and 14

March 13

March 13 at 3:00 p.m.

March 15 at 10:00 a.m.

Women’s Basketball
vs. Northern Ariz. @
Missoula, Montana

Men’s Basketball vs.
Idaho @ Missoula,
Montana

Track and Field @
Fayetteville, Arkansas

Women’s Golf at Lady
Thunderbird Invitational

Men’s Tennis vs.
Montana St.

Idaho State
welcomes EWU

Tennis lose on the road Nelson leads the team
By Fetlew Gebreziabher
online sports editor

Photo by Anna Mills
Eduardo Bringold on the receiving end.

Eastern battles Idaho State and Weber State
By Elohino Theodore
senior reporter
The EWU men’s tennis team lost to
Idaho State University and Weber State
University on the road, falling to a current
record of 3-7 for the season.
Eastern lost to Idaho State, 4-3 overall
on March 7.
“We should have done a lot better
against Idaho State,” head coach Steve
Clark told goeags.com. “We won right
away at number six, and then at four, but
at one Robert had a tough match that just
didn’t go his way. We just have to learn
from it and not let matches slip away.”
In the tennis doubles competition, No.
1 doubles duo sophomore Robert Dula and
junior Eduardo Martinez were defeated in
their doubles match, 6-2. No. 2 doubles duo
freshman Vuk Vuckovic and junior Luke
Thompson also fell in their doubles match,
6-2. No. 3 doubles duo junior Eduardo
Bringold and sophomore Wacil Bendjelti
won the only doubles match against the
Bengals, winning 6-4.
In No. 1 singles, Dula fell Idaho State’s
sophomore Daniel Loebel, 6-3, 6-1. In No. 2
singles, Vuckovic lost to Idaho State senior
Krzysztof Stempien, 7-6 (6-4), 6-3. Martinez
fell in his No. 3 singles match, 6-2, 6-1.
The Eagles managed to get victories for
the next three singles matches. Thompson
won his No. 4 singles match, 4-6, 6-3, 6-1.
Bringold also was able to get a victory in
the No. 5 singles match, 6-3, 6-4. In No. 6
singles, senior Stefan Farrar won, 6-1, 6-1.
Martinez talked about the challenges of
playing on the road in Idaho and Utah.

“I think the factor that came in was
the altitude, not much the playing backto-back,” said Martinez. “We practice
pretty hard so we’re in pretty good
shape. I think just adjusting to the altitude was tough for us.”
On March 8, Eastern fell to Weber State,
6-1 overall.
“We also had a good fight against Weber State,” Clark told goeags.com. “I’m not
big on moral victories, but the score overall
doesn’t reflect the battles that went on.”
The Wildcats defeated the Eagles two
out of three in doubles matches. Dula and
Martinez bounced back to win their No.1
doubles match, 7-5. Vuckovic and Thompson were defeated in their No. 2 doubles
match, 6-4. Bringold and Bendjelti lost their
No. 3 doubles match, 7-6.
Eastern won only one singles match.
In the No. 1 singles match, Dula defeated
Weber State’s junior Jakub Gewert, 4-6,
6-4 (11-9), 1-0. In No. 2 singles, Vuckovic
lost, 5-7, 6-3, 6-2. Martinez lost, 6-1, 6-7,
6-4 in No. 3 singles.
Thompson was also defeated in singles,
losing 6-0, 6-1 in his No.4 singles match. In
No. 5 singles, Bringold lost, 2-6, 6-0, 6-0. In
the final singles match, Farrar lost 6-3, 6-3 in
his No. 6 singles match.
Martinez said he is optimistic about the
improvement of the team and he is aware
of the team’s competitiveness.
“I think the whole team has been fighting and trying to get [wins],” said Martinez. “But, we still got some stuff to work
on, but we’re getting there, little steps.”
Eastern will compete against Montana
State University at home on March 13.

As the postseason approaches for the EWU women’s basketball team, they are
preparing
for a late
season push
to take their
talents into
the NCAA
tournament
of 64.
EWU’s
senior guard
Nelson
Lexie Nelson
is all about focus. She passes
that along to her teammates to
get them to the NCAA tournament, starting off with finishing the final games of the
regular season at home.
“We definitely want to,
you know play good and go
into that tournament strong,
feeling good. And the last two
games, especially for myself,
it’ll be the last two games that
I’ll ever play on Reese Court. I
just want to go out there, have
fun, get a few wins and come
tournament time, we’ll be
ready to go,” said Nelson.
The Eagles finished third
in the Big Sky conference
after their victories against
Idaho State University and
Weber State University on
March 5 and 6.
Senior forward Melissa
Williams said Nelson is someone who shows her leadership
through her action on and off
the court.

“I think Lexie is just a really great example of how you
can put as much time as you
can into a sport, and it really
pays off. You can tell, she just
scored 1,000 points the other
night. I’ve never seen someone
get in the gym and work on
her game so much. Everything
that she’s earned this year and
in the past years, she deserves
so much. I’m just so, so proud
of her,” said Williams.
In Nelson’s 28 career
games as an Eagle, she averaged 14.3 points and shot 42.5
percent from the field and 36.3
percent from 3-point line, according to goeags.com
Nelson previously attended and played at the University of Montana, transferring
to EWU after one season. She
averaged just 3.4 points per
game in 14 minutes per game
as a freshman. She credits
head coach Wendy Schuller
and the program she built at
EWU to transfer.
“[Schuller has] done a
good job throughout the years
and the team here was really
welcoming and it just felt right
when I came on my visit, so
they gave me the opportunity
to play, and I’m very thankful
for it,” said Nelson.
Last season, the Eagles
finished fourth in the conference with an early exit from
the Big Sky Tournament after a loss to Idaho State in
the second round.
Nelson
has
previous
NCAA tournament experi-

ence gained during her first
year at the University of Montana. The Grizzlies won the
Big Sky tournament, which
Nelson started in all three
games, then advanced to the
tourney of 64.
“Just everyday you have
got to come and bring it,”
said Nelson. “It’s not just being there, showing up is not
enough. I mean if you really
want to be successful, you’ve
got to show up, give it your
all, and be focused and even
do extra. It’s all about the work
you put in. The work you put
in is what you’ll get out of it.”
Nelson said her parents
instilled characteristics of hard
work in her at a young age and
support her basketball career.
“They’ve always been
there for me and supported
me along the way,” said Nelson. “I mean, if I need a rebounder or a workout partner, my mom or dad was
always there for me getting
up at 6 a.m. workouts. They
never missed a game since
I’ve been playing. Definitely their support and them
pushing me is the reason I
am who I am.”
According to Nelson, she
would like to keep playing after she finishes at Eastern.
“You know, get an agent,
maybe go overseas and keep
playing professionally,” said
Nelson. “Whatever the best
opportunity is for me, I’m
hoping to take and continue to
keep playing.”
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Time to bet
on betting
As I prepared to send out March
Madness invitations this week, the
biggest challenge was to decide which
brackets would be money ones and
which ones would
be purely for fun.
I ask myself this
question every year
in March and even
with my obviously
superior sporting
knowledge, I end
up throwing away
Sam Deal
about $50 entering
my bracket into various pools and losing out to someone
whose decisions were based on mascots and team colors rather than free
throw percentage.
I like to think I’m a law-abiding
person, but as I contemplated how
to organize my different pools, I realized I was contemplating breaking
federal law.
Maybe my $10 here and $20 there
don’t matter all too much — such
miniscule amounts of money can’t
upset the system. But the estimated
$380 billion that is illegally gambled
in the United States each year catches the eye.
The Professional and Amateur Sports Protection Act of
1992 banned sports betting in the
United States with the exception
of four states: Nevada, Delaware,
Oregon and Montana.
An estimated $12 billion is wagered on the NCAA tournament
and only $100 million of that is gambled legally, according to an article
on Time.com. I know I just wrote
’only $100 million,’ meanwhile I’m
concerned about fronting $10 for
doughnuts in our newsroom.
But the magnitude of tax revenue
not being capitalized upon in this
scenario is about as frustrating as the
amount not being exploited because
of federal marijuana laws.
“The ban on sports betting does
exactly what Prohibition did. It makes
criminals rich. People still gamble, after all,” said The New Yorker’s James
Suroweicki in a 2013 article.
Professional sports leagues
claim legalized gambling will tarnish their games and increase the
speculation of fixed games. In one
of his first major moves as NBA
commissioner, Adam Silver made
it clear the NBA will be making an
effort to move toward the legalization of sports betting when he wrote
a column for the New York Times
urging congress to permit states to
allow sports betting.
Silver has become a pioneer for the
legalization movement and standing
out among major sports executives.
Two million people are addicted
to gambling in the United States,
according Scientific American, and
the American Psychiatric Association recently moved gambling into
its Addiction and Related Disorders category.
ESPN’s Rick Reilly wrote an article in 2013 about compulsive gambling and the effect it has on the lives
of those involved.
Many of the evils associated with
sports gambling were pointed out
and many are undeniable, yet sports
gambling persists. Legalization offers the opportunity for people to
partake in safe gambling procedures
and increase awareness about gambling addiction.
Sports betting is going to happen.
Betting is ingrained into the very nature of sport and to think stamping
“illegal” on it solves anything is immoral and lazy.
The act does not need to be repealed, but more freedoms and acceptance in culture toward sports
gambling would open a new tax
revenue stream and help educate
people on the dangers of gambling.
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Friday Women’s tennis EWU vs. Sacramento St. • Sunday Women’s tennis EWU vs. Whitman

EWU women jump high

Photo by Anna Mills

Delaney Hodgins prepares a pass of the basketball to an open teammate.

By Brandon Cline
staff writer
With Big Sky tournament positioning on the line, the EWU
women’s basketball team closed
out the regular season strong by
winning their final two games
and solidifying the fourth seed
in the conference tournament.
Throughout conference play,
the Eagles were a team of runs.
They started the season 4-0, but
then lost four games in a row.
They won six games in a row
after the losing streak, their longest streak of the season, before
losing two games leading up
to the final series of the season
against Idaho State University
and Weber State University.
EWU jumped out to a 10-2
lead against ISU on March 5, in
a game where the Eagles trailed
in just 1 out of 40 minutes.
ISU’s took a 49-48 lead with
4:59 left in the game, but a layup by Jade Redmon with 3:59
left re-gave the Eagles a lead.
EWU would not relinquish it
again in a 62-58 win, sealed off
by a Melissa Williams jumper
with 27 seconds remaining.
Four Eagles finished the
night in double-figure scoring,
led by Hayley Hodgins with

19 points in thanks to shooting nine offensive rebounds.
3-4 from 3-point range. Melissa
Weber State scored a basket
Williams posted a double-dou- to go up 33-26 in the second half
ble for the 11th time this season, but its lead would never get bigfinishing with 13 points and 10 ger. The game was always withrebounds.
in one or two possessions for the
While
EWU
Eagles and they
was out-rebound“Getting the win led briefly muled 38-27 and protimes during
tonight was good tiple
duced zero points
the half.
off the bench, they for us. It was great
After
Weber
had 23 points off to see us make big State missed a pair
turnovers and held
of free throws with
shots down the
ISU to zero fast
seconds left in
stretch, get some 35
break points.
the game, Delaney
big stops late,
“Getting
the
Hodgins drove to
win tonight was
and make clutch the lane with 20
good for us. It was
seconds left and
free throws.”
great to see us make
made a layup to tie
big shots down the
the game at 58. On
stretch, get some
an inbounds pass
big stops late and
with 1.7 seconds
Basketball Coach
make clutch free
left, Weber State
throws,” said head
missed a shot right
coach Wendy Schuller.
at the rim, sending the game to
EWU had another close overtime.
game against Weber State UniIn overtime, the teams were
versity two days later on Senior a combined 2-10 shooting from
Day, where EWU said goodbye the field, but it was Hayley
to Williams and Lexie Nelson.
Hodgins’ jumper in the key with
Weber State sat at 6-11 in 3.1 seconds remaining that put
Big Sky play, but dictated much EWU atop for good, 64-62.
of the play in the first half and
“It could have been anyone.
led 31-26 at halftime. They out- We practice those shots every
rebounded EWU 21-7 in the first day, and I was just lucky enough
half, which included gathering to have the ball in my hands

BASKETBALL:

CONTINUED FROM FRONT
Eastern struggled in the first half
and Weber State led by as many as 19
points. Eastern shot a field goal percentage of only 32.4 and shot a low
percentage of 14.3 behind the 3-point
line. However, they managed to cut
the Wildcats’ lead to 12 points to be
down 39-27 at halftime.
In the second half, Eastern
fought back and outscored Weber State, 42-30. Harvey hit a big
3-pointer to cut the deficit to 11.
This became a turning point for the
Eagles. Late efforts by Harvey, Jois
and Bliznyuk helped Eastern tie
the game to force overtime.
In the extra five minutes of overtime, the Eagles outscored the Wildcats, 10-2. Bliznyuk drained a clutch

Wendy Schuller

3-pointer to put the Eagles up by 3
points, 74-71. Eastern earned the win
with free throws and a final layup by
Harvey in the last minutes of overtime.
“We won because we forced 18
turnovers and had 18 offensive rebounds,” Hayford said. “Those are
just nothing but hustle. We hit some
clutch baskets and finally made some
threes by [Von Hofe] and [Harvey],
and then [Bliznyuk] made the big
one. [Jois] had a huge night on the
boards too.”
Harvey finished with 24 points and
six rebounds. Jois had 22 points and 16
rebounds. Eastern had good bench production, Von Hofe had 10 points while
Bliznyuk finished with 14 points and
seven rebounds.
Eastern will face the University of
Idaho on March 12 in the first round of
the Big Sky Conference Tournament.

Photo contributed by goeags.com
Venky Jois drives the ball down the court.
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at the end of the game,” said
Hayley Hodgins.
A desperation 3-point attempt from Weber State as time
expired fell short and EWU finished off the regular season with
a series sweep.
Hayley Hodgins was the
game’s leading scorer with 18
points, and is currently eighth
all-time in scoring in EWU program history. Williams posted
her twelfth double-double of the
season, scoring 10 points and
grabbing 10 rebounds. Delaney
Hodgins stuffed the stat sheet,
scoring 15 points and finishing
with five rebounds, four assists,
four steals and a block.
“I didn’t think we played
great for the first 30 minutes, but
I thought we battled over the last
10, especially on the defensive
end,” said Schuller. “I’m proud
of us for battling and finding a
way. We just need to play that
way for 40 minutes because
that’s who we are and that’s
what we’re capable of.”
EWU faces Northern Arizona University in the first round
of the Big Sky tournament
on Wednesday at 4:30 Pacific
Time. EWU beat NAU, 73-42,
at Reese Court in the teams’
only meeting this year.
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